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A Brief History CLT

● CLT was formed to provide alternative standardized tests rooted in the kinds of content students encounter in the classroom.

● Since 2015, CLT has grown to offer assessments for grades 3-12 in addition to our college admission exam.

● The CLT is currently accepted by over 200 colleges and universities and numerous scholarship organizations.

● Our goal is to help connect students to post-secondary opportunities.
An Overview of the CLT10

On the CLT10, students can expect to see:

- Three sections:
  1. Verbal Reasoning
  2. Grammar Writing
  3. Quantitative Reasoning

- Two hour exam time

- Works of literature like those encountered in the classroom (Verbal Reasoning and Grammar Writing).

- Algebraic, Geometric, and Mathematical Reasoning problems (Quantitative Reasoning).
**Benefits of CLT10**

- **Your time is valued** – CLT is 2 hours with an additional 30 minutes for pre-testing procedures
- **You’re invited into the Great Conversation** – Read beautiful passages from some of the greatest minds in history
- **Connect with great colleges** – Our partner colleges are looking for CLT students
- **Learn more about your strengths as a thinker** – CLT Analytics help you understand your score
- **Scholarship opportunities** – Top scorers are eligible for a $2500 to partner colleges and ACTA “A” and “B” schools
A Tour of the CLT10

- The CLT10 (Sample)
- The CLT10 (Analytics)
- The CLT10 (Awards)
- The CLT10 (Scholarships)
- The CLT10 (ACTA Partnership)
- The CLT10 (Test Prep)
Other resources & important contact information

Anchored, the CLT Podcast

CLT Journal

Journey Through the Author Bank Webinars

Pre-test Webinars

CLT10 Student Awards

National School Rankings

Information on CLT Partner Colleges & Universities, including scholarships
Questions & Comments
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